TIMBER PANEL INSTRUCTIONS
ASSEMBLY
For assembly of letterbox into your timber panel, follow the fence mount component
on your letterbox instruction sheet.

INSTALLATION
Materials Required
- Standard Setting Concrete
(don’t use quick setting concrete - it can sometime react with metal)
What’s in the box?
1 x Timber Panel
2 x Anchor Posts
4 x Anchor Bolts
1. At the bottom of each side frame, there is a metal anchor post bolted INSIDE the frame. Undo both the
bolts, turn the anchor post around and re-attach it so that it sticks out of the bottom of the steel frame.
2. Dig two holes to match the spacing of the anchor posts.
3. Place the anchor posts into the holes (make sure they are attached to the timber frame - don’t try to
concrete the anchor posts by themselves without the Timber Panel attached). Preferably only the anchor
posts go into the concrete, not the letterbox frame.
4. Ensure the frame is square and straight before pouring concrete into the holes.

MAINTENANCE
The letterbox panel is made from Merbau. This is a tropical hardwood and is used in many outdoor
applications because of its durability, stability, resistance to splitting and ability to cope with all environments.
You can preserve the rich natural appearance of your panel by using a good quality decking oil or outdoor
furniture oil. Simply rub the oil over the timber with a lint free cloth.
Merbau timber naturally leeches its tannins when rst exposed to rain or heavy dew. This can be ushed
away by hosing the panel. Any stains that are on the metal letterbox surface should also wash away with
water.
Over time the timber, if untreated, will weather to a silvery grey colour. This will occur with all hardwood
timbers left in the sun.
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